PrismGamma 9909.22

Host ACTDMark says:
---------------------------------------------- BEGIN MISSION ------------------------------------------------------
GilinFrev says:
::fidgets like Zakdorn do::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: All of Prism is aboard the Styx, as Frev begins to awaken from his little sleep
GilinFrev says:
::zzzzzzsnortsnore::
DCO_Lee says:
::aboard the Styx::
GilinFrev says:
::rolls over, talking in his sleep::  No...no one can see us here....yes....of course I love you...
MED_Rex says:
::taps at a medical padd, reviewing Zakdorn phyisology::
AS_Psion says:
::At tactical::
CP_Joe says:
::at the helm of the Styx::
LO_Lynam says:
::At his station monitoring the communications::
DCO_Lee says:
::waiting for Frev to awake from his little nap::
XO_Linard says:
::is monitoring Frev::
GilinFrev says:
::zzzsnort::
IO_Triton says:
::starts sharpening his long knife somewhere where  Frev will see him::
DCO_Lee says:
::goes over to Frev and shakes him awake::
IO_Triton says:
::notices the padd the Psion took from the asteroid na dpicks it up::
CP_Joe says:
::looks at Frev::
GilinFrev says:
Ooo...you get so rough you ::opens his eyes and jumps:: GAH!  Who!?!?  I...where?
MED_Rex says:
::peers at GilinFrev::
IO_Triton says:
::hits a few icons, looking for anything interesting::
DCO_Lee says:
Frev: You're on a starship.  You're in our custody.
AS_Psion says:
::Scans for any ships::
XO_Linard says:
::whispers to DCO: DCO: You take care of him....find out as much as you can
GilinFrev says:
::eyes narrow::  Clean hair...clean outfits....you arent pirates....
LO_Lynam says:
:;Monitors the comm for any indication that the terrorists are preparing to look for Gilin::
SO_Connol says:
::sits at his console::
IO_Triton says:
::stnads quickly and moves to SO:: SO: could you verify what i think this is...::hands over padd::
GilinFrev says:
::sniffs the air::  Clean air.....this is a Federation Starship....
MED_Rex says:
Guess again, Frev. I'll give you a hint. You're about to embark on a new enterprise.
LO_Lynam says:
Gilin: If it helps, I have a second hand eyepatch.
SO_Connol says:
IO: It's the construction facility of the bombs and blue prinsts we could find a weakness
GilinFrev says:
::gives a withering look at the LO::  Sarcasm, the last recourse for the weak minded...
GilinFrev says:
Med:  Dont play me the fool.........
IO_Triton says:
Psion: could you join Connol and i for a minute.
DCO_Lee says:
Frev: Shut up!
MED_Rex says:
Frev: You make it too easy.
AS_Psion says:
IO:  Acknowledged.
AS_Psion says:
::Leaves bridge::
GilinFrev says:
::eyes narrow, his face emotionless::  You're paniced........you don't know what you are looking for......::chuckles::
SO_Connol says:
::standing by waiting for the AS::
GilinFrev says:
::ignores the Med::
AS_Psion says:
::Enters the room where SO and IO are at and stares at Gilin::
MED_Rex says:
Frev: Panicked? Hardly.
GilinFrev says:
MED:  A wise man once said:  everyone has something to contribute to a discussion - and what you can contribute is silence
CP_Joe says:
::holds orbit::
IO_Triton says:
::shows AS the data on the PADD:: AS: nice of you to pick this up.
MED_Rex says:
Frev: I don't recall having asked for your opinion.
AS_Psion says:
IO:  Praise indeed.
DCO_Lee says:
Frev: Are you sure? We know a lot about your bombs that you have planted.
IO_Triton says:
XO: Sir, the Zakdorn may be expendable soon , he kept very orderly reocrds.
GilinFrev says:
::ignores the Medic::  DCO:  I dont know what you are talking about.....is Kidnapping the vogue crime now in the Federation?
LO_Lynam says:
:;Picks up signal, listens intently::
AS_Psion says:
IO:  How may I be of service?
MED_Rex says:
DCO: I can sedate him, sir. ::gives Frev a meaningful glance::
IO_Triton says:
AS: I think that between the SO, yourself and I we can manage to figure a weakness in these bombs.
XO_Linard says:
::nods:: IO: acknowledged.....so they say anything intersting?
Host ACTDMark says:
SIGNAL: We are tried of waiting.  If Starfleet does not withdraw from Cardassian Soil, we will detonate the bombs.  You have 24 hours.
GilinFrev says:
MED:  Oh....now torture......Microhead - Microbrain...grunt for me, Terran, show me that you still care
DCO_Lee says:
Frev: Who ever said that we are part of the Federation? Besides we like to do things our way...::smiles::
LO_Lynam says:
XO: Sir, the terrorists have given Starfleet 24 hours until they detonate the bombs.
IO_Triton says:
XO: Very educational.  we are woking on a solution now...
GilinFrev says:
DCO:  Well.....::motions to the panel on the wall::  That is a Federation LCARS interface.....
AS_Psion says:
::Looks over the schematics of the bombs::
MED_Rex says:
Computer, are all Zakdorn antisocial?
XO_Linard says:
IO: Good...stay on it and keep me informed::smiles::
DCO_Lee says:
Frev: Back to the point. We want to know what you know.   We can do this peacefully or forcefully.
GilinFrev says:
DCO: So...unless you stole this contraption, and given the level of your Medic's intelligence - I seriously doubt it - then you are Federation....
SO_Connol says:
AS: look for some kind of signal pattern or energy source
GilinFrev says:
DCO:  Is that a threat........::eyes narrow::
AS_Psion says:
SO:  Acknowledged.
DCO_Lee says:
Frev: You may take it as one. ::equals stare::
IO_Triton says:
::looks ove schematics for an energy emission not hidden by the shielding or cloacks::
CP_Joe says:
XO: What do we do?
LO_Lynam says:
Thinks "Maybe bio-genetic weapons are o.k. to use...on certain people."
GilinFrev says:
DCO:  First rule of Hostage negotiations, never threaten the Hostage Taker......you see, even if you kill me, the Bombs will explode....
GilinFrev says:
DCO:  So save your threats and bombast......until you have something useful to say to me...I am going back to sleep  ::lays down::
SO_Connol says:
IO/AS: if we can find some sort of signal reciver we could trace it or find a deactivation code
LO_Lynam says:
XO: You know, if they can detonate them from here, they can probably deactivate them also.  If they ever intended to that is.
IO_Triton says:
::stnads straight up suddenly::
DCO_Lee says:
::kicks him of the bed:: Frev: You don't go to sleep unless I tell you to.
AS_Psion says:
::Studies intently::
GilinFrev says:
Ooof
CP_Joe says:
::makes some adjustments::
GilinFrev says:
DCO:  What...you going to beat a confession out of me...
AS_Psion says:
SO:  Perhaps a more efficient way would be for me to mind meld with Frev.
XO_Linard says:
LO: I was thinking the same thing....can you detect a reciever of some sort in the area?...
GilinFrev says:
DCO:  Thats so terran.....
LO_Lynam says:
AS:Efficient, but not as satisfying.
SO_Connol says:
AS: Frev is just a distrubuter he might no something but not that much
AS_Psion says:
LO:  Satisfaction is illogical.
LO_Lynam says:
XO: Well, what we're looking for is a transmitter.  They have the subspace transmitter they just used, it may be that simple.
MED_Rex says:
XO: Sir, I could try a broad-spectrum truth serum.
DCO_Lee says:
Frev: I wouldn't want you to miss out on all the best parts.
LO_Lynam says:
::Shrugs at Psion, and grins::
DCO_Lee says:
Frev: Back to the bombs, how did you get them there?
GilinFrev says:
DCO:  Talk is cheap, Terran
AS_Psion says:
::Keeps studying the schematics::
MED_Rex says:
Frev: And how much latinum would it take to get you to talk?
XO_Linard says:
::nods to Med:: Med: Do it
LO_Lynam says:
AS: Psion, look for a receiver or a method of remote detonation or deactivation.
AS_Psion says:
LO:  Aye.
MED_Rex says:
::walks over to the replicator and progams the specifications for the serum::
SO_Connol says:
AS/IO: its constrounceted of gigatron, that stuffs only found in Alpha Centaur system
CP_Joe says:
::waits to get out of the system::
GilinFrev says:
::eyes focus on the MED::  Medic: How Banal....does it look like I have Ferengi lobes?
MED_Rex says:
::loads his hypo::
MED_Rex says:
Frev: Suit yourself. Hold still or this will sting. ::injects Frev::
IO_Triton says:
Computer: Download and analyze all communications traffic in the vacinity of Nagasaki Base for a the period 1 hour before the explosion,  filter out all federation signals, then all alies, then all accounted for enemies messages, notify me with a tally of resutls when done.  Also tall all signals originating form our position and Alpa Centauri.
GilinFrev says:
::as the hypo approaches, snaps and slips the MED's phaser from its belt and slips it into his hand, points the weapon between the MED's eyes::
GilinFrev says:
::with the quick flip of the finger, sets it to level 8::
Host ACTDMark says:
<P-AI> Triton: There are two anomalous signals.
MED_Rex says:
XO: Sir, I've run into a tactical problem.
AS_Psion says:
IO:  Gigatronium is sensitve to muon anti-particles.  We could instruct all installations to scan with such particles.
GilinFrev says:
MED:  The antidote...now...
SO_Connol says:
IO: we've got at start
MED_Rex says:
Frev: I'll have to replicate it.
XO_Linard says:
::turns on her heel sporting her phaser:: Frev: Drop it!!
DCO_Lee says:
::pulls out phaser and blasts Frev in the chest::
SO_Connol says:
COMPUTER: are any sent to multiple targets
IO_Triton says:
:: hits panel to beam the phazer out of Frevs hands::
Host ACTDMark says:
<P-AI> Connolly: Negative.
CP_Joe says:
::wonders what's going on with Frev::
LO_Lynam says:
:;Waits till shooting is done::
SO_Connol says:
COMPUTER: name locations
GilinFrev says:
::twitches as the phaser blast hits him, adjusting his aim enough that it neatly blasts his ear off.....righ before having the weapon beamed from him...lands in a heap, unconcious::
GilinFrev says:
<blasts the Medics ear off>
Host ACTDMark says:
<P-AI> Connolly: Locations?  Of what?  I just said there were no communications sent to multiple targets.
GilinFrev says:
::goes back to dreaming...which is where he wanted to be in the first place::
CP_Joe says:
::rubs his back cause it feels uneasy::
MED_Rex says:
::falls to the deck in shock::
XO_Linard says:
::goes to Frev's and MED's side:; Med: are you ok?
DCO_Lee says:
::checks on Med to see if he's okay::
SO_Connol says:
COMPUTER; I ll restate i mean what was the signals general direction and prepicted course
MED_Rex says:
XO: Medkit... anti-shock... painkiller.
IO_Triton says:
Computer: also state the nature of the the anomolous signals please...
XO_Linard says:
::checks on Frev:: He's stunned but he's ok
Host ACTDMark says:
<P-AI> Connolly: First transmission sent to Earth, it outlined their demands.  The Second sent to commercial relay near Proxima Centauir, before be routed through to Nagasaki Station.
DCO_Lee says:
MED: You need those?  It's just a flesh wound. ::goes over to the medkit to grab some painkillers::
IO_Triton says:
SO: thats the carrier....
LO_Lynam says:
:;Waits while the SO querries the AI::
CP_Joe says:
XO: So long do we have to wait here?
AS_Psion says:
SO:  The carrier wave must be subspace in nature.  The relay would be the logical nexus for each bomb's command instructions.
SO_Connol says:
COMPUTER: can you find out what the signal said
GilinFrev says:
::unconcious::
SO_Connol says:
IO/AS; we got the trnasmitter know time to try to figure a way to stop them all
Host ACTDMark says:
<P-AI> Connolly:  The Demand was outlined in the orders you recieved from Admiral Wolfe
IO_Triton says:
SO/AS: I see this as two options...1) figure out how to block the message long enough to find the bombs.  2) shut down the relay station they are using and remove the bombs before they figure out whats oging on and swith the path...
MED_Rex says:
::through gritted teeth:: COMPUTER: Is the Styx equipped with an EMH?
SO_Connol says:
IO/AS: what if the bombs are on an automatic sequence just in case this happens, there terrorists after all
Host ACTDMark says:
<P-AI> Rex: No...
AS_Psion says:
*Computer* Can you establish a comm link with the relay station?
MED_Rex says:
::to self:: Figures. The one time I actually want one.
IO_Triton says:
AS?SO: then there must be a deactivation signal...that we could duplicate.
Host ACTDMark says:
<P-AI> Psion: Negative, its out of range.
AS_Psion says:
IO/XO:  Recommend we plot a course to the relay station for the time being.  We would be able to directly interface with the hardware.
MED_Rex says:
::grabs a mirror and a protodynoplaser and goes to work::
SO_Connol says:
AS/IO; the probaly used a carrier wave to boast the signal somehow
MED_Rex says:
XO: Sir, these terrorists are obviously playing for keeps... recommend we up the ante.
XO_Linard says:
Med: Ok....how?
MED_Rex says:
::bandages the damaged ear::
IO_Triton says:
XO:AS:CP: could we disable the communications array of this asteroid base,...ideally with a computer virus to minimize our exposure...
MED_Rex says:
XO: Linard, the bombs won't go off if there are no terrorists to set them off.
CP_Joe says:
IO: I'll give it a try
MED_Rex says:
XO: Recommend we amputate the source of the infection before it spreads.
SO_Connol says:
AS/IO: or we could bombard it with our weapons to make sure no signals go out
AS_Psion says:
SO:  Agreed.
LO_Lynam says:
MED: I have to disagree Doc, what if they are on a timer?  Blowing up the base may destroy the only source of the deactivation code.
CP_Joe says:
SO: Good idea
IO_Triton says:
SO/AS: they may have an automated signal beam set to go off if the base comes undera ttack...a virus would seem like a random event instead of an attack
MED_Rex says:
XO: Perhaps as a last resort, then. If we wait until just before the deadline...
XO_Linard says:
med: I agree....
SO_Connol says:
IO/AS: a joint attack then
MED_Rex says:
XO: But how would the base get off a signal to the remote mines if it were destroyed?
IO_Triton says:
SO/As: yes hit their computers first then target everything except lifesupport wehen thay are at their weakest.
CP_Joe says:
IO: We could send a virus into their computer by using our sensor array to scan the power area
XO_Linard says:
Med: It wouldn't but the computer may detonate if it thinks there's nothing there
MED_Rex says:
XO: Sir, respectfully, we have the specs of the bombs.
SO_Connol says:
IO: you inform the XO and well get it set up
IO_Triton says:
SO: done ::walks over to XO linard::
LO_Lynam says:
XO: I reccomend that Psion mind melds with Gilin to confirm the absence of a timer.  If that is true, then we blow the transmitter.
XO_Linard says:
::looks to IO:: IO: you have something for me?
SO_Connol says:
AS: get weapons ready and find there system that would need to be taken down
AS_Psion says:
::Follows IO::
IO_Triton says:
XO: yes Sir, the AS, SO and I have a plan.
SO_Connol says:
CP: get the virus ready for download to there grid
AS_Psion says:
SO:  Acknowledged.  ::Moves over to tactical.
MED_Rex says:
::sighs:: XO: Sir, we just don't have much time, and there are thousands of lives at stake.
MED_Rex says:
XO: I just don't think we have the luxury of being subtle.
XO_Linard says:
::nods:: LO/IO: proceed
MED_Rex says:
::points to his bandages:: They're certainly not.
IO_Triton says:
XO: we hit the base with a computer virus to disable communications and shields...they shouldn't think themselves under attack and therefore shouldn't trigger any failsafe swithces.
XO_Linard says:
IO: what kind of virus?
LO_Lynam says:
MED: You seem to have changed since we began doctor, I recall you being opposed to violence.
SO_Connol says:
::starts scanning heavy sensor sweeps on base::
IO_Triton says:
XO: then we bombard all non-lifesupport systems while they are down...and at their weakest.
IO_Triton says:
XO: Connol, Psion and Joe are creating it now.
MED_Rex says:
LO: I am. But I'm also against the loss of thousands of people.
XO_Linard says:
IO: how long?....won't that take time?...It's not something we have
AS_Psion says:
::Moves over to Frev...anxious...and mind melds with him::
SO_Connol says:
AS/CP:: CP you download virus then wait till energy levels become eradic due to viruse then hit then with weapons
GilinFrev says:
::twitch::
LO_Lynam says:
MED: Of course, just an observation.  :;Monitors the comm::
AS_Psion says:
Frev:  Your thoughts to my thoughts.
MED_Rex says:
XO: Well, you have my recommendations.
AS_Psion says:
::Seaches Frev's mind for any indication of a timer::
IO_Triton says:
XO: yes it will push our time frame...but we can always attack without the virus if we can't build it in time.
DCO_Lee says:
::turns to Frev's movement::
SO_Connol says:
CP: ETA till virus ready?
XO_Linard says:
IO: Do you have a back up plan?
MED_Rex says:
LO: And I admit to being more than a little angry about being shot in the head with a phaser on level 8.
IO_Triton says:
XO: plain old carnage and death sir, thats our back up...
LO_Lynam says:
MED: ::Grin:: I dunno doc, I think it gives you character.  Women love a combat veteran.
AS_Psion says:
::Disengages mind meld::
XO_Linard says:
::grins:: IO: Sounds good....but I'm not sure the virus would work....
MED_Rex says:
IO: I wouldn't have put it precisely that way.... I'd prefer if we could get the base personnel out before blowing it off the face of the asteroid.
CP_Joe says:
SO: We're done
LO_Lynam says:
:;Plots source of transmitter based on previous transmission::
AS_Psion says:
*All*  The bombs do not have any timing sequences.  Therefore the destruction of the installation will ensure the safety of the Starbases.
MED_Rex says:
LO: I was a combat veteran before this mission, but I'd never been shot in the head. ::wry look::
IO_Triton says:
Med: jesus  man, i know your upset about the ear...but beaming them all into outerspace before we bomb the asteroid...thats just palin mean. ::smiles::
LO_Lynam says:
:;Feeds coordinates to weapons console::
AS_Psion says:
::Moves to tactical::
CP_Joe says:
SO: Ready to send virus
MED_Rex says:
IO: That's not quite what I meant. ::rolls eyes and chuckles::
SO_Connol says:
CP: good target there grid and standbye
LO_Lynam says:
XO/AS: Target designated, you may fire when ready.
CP_Joe says:
SO: Aye sir
MED_Rex says:
IO: And for the record, my ear will be fine after a bit of surgery.
AS_Psion says:
LO:  Acknowledged.
CP_Joe says:
::locks on to grid::
IO_Triton says:
::moves over to gaurd the body of Frev, hoping the annoying zakdorn wakes up::
MED_Rex says:
XO: Does the asteroid have atmosphere?
AS_Psion says:
XO:  Firing photons.
LO_Lynam says:
XO: For the record, I only locked onto the transmitter.  The base should survive the initial salvo.
XO_Linard says:
AS; do it
AS_Psion says:
::Fires away::
SO_Connol says:
CP: dpwnload virus
DCO_Lee says:
::pokes Frev with his foot::
CP_Joe says:
::starts sending the package::
IO_Triton says:
::sees DCO poke frev, and smiles. then pokes frev a little harder::
GilinFrev says:
::rolls over....snort snore::
CP_Joe says:
SO: The package is in the mailbox
AS_Psion says:
::Sees the base explode::
SO_Connol says:
::Checks for signals from base::
GilinFrev says:
ACTION:  THE TORPEDOES STREAK TOWARD THE ASTEROID...THE BASE, BLISSFULLY UNAWARE THAT A CLOAKED FEDERATION SHIP WAS HOVERING JUST ABOVE IT, BARELY HAS TIME TO SOUND AN ALARM, LET ALONE PROTECT THEMSELVES...THE TORPS BLOW THE ARRAY INTO KINGDOM COME
LO_Lynam says:
Self: Hmmm, might have been optimistic about the base.
AS_Psion says:
XO:  The base has been successfully destroyed.
MED_Rex says:
::scans for survivors::
XO_Linard says:
AS: acknowledged
IO_Triton says:
AS: the base or the comm array?
AS_Psion says:
XO:  Now we can sucurely study the intelligence we obtained on the PADD and deactivate the bombs.
DCO_Lee says:
::gives Frev a light kick to bring him back to reality::
AS_Psion says:
IO:  Correction: the array.
SO_Connol says:
XO: no signasl being sent out, there comm is destroyed
Host ACTDMark says:
<P-AI> Team: Terrorist base disabled, information obtained on removal of Bombs.  Initiating retrieval program.
XO_Linard says:
SO: nice work
MED_Rex says:
::continues scanning for survivors::
IO_Triton says:
XO/AS/SO: shouldn't we also disable any lifeboats or escape carft?
SO_Connol says:
ALL:: chalk one victory up for the good guys
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Styx comes about, and heads at Warp 9 towards Earth.
XO_Linard says:
IO: do any of them show in scans?
DCO_Lee says:
::shakes Frev::
CP_Joe says:
::engages and warp 9 and sets course for Earth::
GilinFrev says:
mmm...wha?  my head....::blinks his eyes open::  You...I thought that was just a bad dream
AS_Psion says:
IO:  I believe with the information we can disable the bombs and not have to worry about the survivors menacing the Federation again.
IO_Triton says:
XO/CP: did we just enter warp?
CP_Joe says:
SO: We're at max warp and on our way home
ChrisD is now known as Chris.
Host ACTDMark says:
---------------------------------------------- PAUSE MISSION ------------------------------------------------------
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